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Double Major Elite Connector 

Designed to join two individual Major Elites special needs pushchairs together converting 
them into a single combined unit which can be pushed by one person.

 

Comprises two connector bars. One connector bar is fixed across the front of the two 
pushchairs the other connector handlebar is fixed through the pushchair handles at the 
top. The combined unit can be pushed using either the original pushchair handles or the 
foam grips on the connector handlebar. 

Versatile 

Easy to fit – approximately three minutes 
Easy to release – approximately one minute 

Secure 

Made from quality high specification components 
Multiple fixing points - not dependent on a single fixing point 
Fail safe – safety handle wrist strap supplied for security if pushchairs released  
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Fitting Guide 

You can start with either the front connector bar or the top connector handlebar 
whichever you find easiest. 

Top Connector Handlebar 

 

If you start with the top connector Handlebar then you have two options: 

Method A 

Insert the Top Connector Handlebar through the Major Elite handle grips on the first 
Major Elite until there is a fixing clamp positioned at each handle grip.  

Next insert the other, protruding, end of the Top Connector Handlebar through the 
handle grips on the second Major Elite – to do this you will need to move the second 
Major Elite over the bar (rather than moving the bar). 

Complete fixing as below 
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Method B 

Position the two Major Elites next each other with a gap between. 

Insert the Top Connector Handlebar through the Major Elite handle grips on the first 
Major Elite then keep going through the second Major Elite until there is a fixing clamp 
positioned at each handle grip. 

If this is your preferred method then you may want to rotate two fixing clamps so they all 
face the same direction and offer less resistance to insertion in one direction. 

Complete fixing as below 

 

 

Complete 

Pull back the ‘tie strap’ to open each of the four fixing clamps (so that the handle grip 
can enter the clamp) and push each one over the handle grip. 

On each fixing clamp thread the open side of the clamp through the hole in the ‘tie strap’ 
then pull the tie strap to tighten the fixing clamp around the handle. Push the tie strap 
into a location groove to fix it into position.  

Do this for each clamp, if possible aim to use the final location slot. 

The Major Elite handle grips bulge at the centre so if you have fitted the handlebar at the 
lower narrower point then sliding it up the handle grip will give an even firmer fixing. 
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Front Connector Bar 

 

The Major Elite Footplates can be fitted at various levels. 

Apply the Front Connector Bar to the Major Elites at a height somewhere between the Seat 
and the wheels which works with the positions of the Footplates.  

The exact position is not critical although it is recommended that you avoid a position 
where either the bar could cause an injury to a child swinging their legs or where the bar 
could be kicked and it’s fixing compromised. 

In practice this will probably mean locating the Front Connector Bar high up immediately 
below the Seat or below the Footplates. 

The Front Connector Bar can be fitted behind the Major Elite frame (allowing easy access 
to the fixing clamps) or in front of the Major Elite frame (to prevent easy access to the 
fixing clamps). 

Fixing 

Pull back the ‘tie strap’ to open each of the four fixing clamps (so that the Major Elite 
frame can enter the clamp) and push each one over the frame. 

On each fixing clamp thread the open side of the clamp through the hole in the ‘tie strap’ 
then pull the tie strap to tighten the fixing clamp around the frame. Push the tie strap 
into a location groove to fix it into position.  

Do this for each clamp, fix into the tightest location slot.  
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Operation 

Once the Front Connector Bar and Top Connector Handlebar have been securely joined 
the two Major Elites into a single unit apply the brakes, load the occupants and fit safety 
harnesses as normal. 

Notes.  

1. It is not desirable to fit the Connector Bars to Major Elites which are already loaded 
with occupants it would be more difficult and draw unwanted attention to the 
fittings encouraging possible interference. 

2. If the connector bars are left on the pushchairs between uses then the operator 
should check each clamp is secure before using the unit again. 

SAFETY 

It is important you are aware that there are additional safety considerations associated 
with two Major Elites joined together. 

Wrist Strap 

Before setting off always use the Safety Handle Wrist Strap supplied with the Top 
Connector Handlebar. Simply loop it over your wrist so that should you stumble and let 
go of the pushchair it can only run a minimal distance from you. 

Sloping Surfaces 

When traversing a slope the combined weight of two occupants may be difficult to control 
– in the same way as a heavily laden errant shopping trolley. You should practice this 
manoeuvre before attempting it alongside a main road or other potential hazard. 

For the heavier occupants this may include the slopes on driveway entrances across 
estate pavements. 

Pavement Width 

The combined width of two Major Elites joined together may exceed the available width of 
some pavements – for example at the location of a lamp post or similar.  

All pushchair wheels must remain supported on the pavement if the outer wheels are 
suspended over the kerb then this may cause the Fixings on the Connector Bars to fail, 
they are not designed for this potential stress. 

In situations where pavement width is inadequate dismount the pavement to the road and 
re-join the pavement when past the obstacle. 
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Mounting and Dismounting Kerbs 

Do not get caught out when it matters, practice this manoeuvre in a safe place. 

With two Major Elites joined together it is probably impractical and unsafe to dismount 
the kerb to cross a road going forwards. 

Preferably cross at a position where the kerb is lowered to the road level, for example at 
an entrance. Where this is not available it is safer to dismount the kerb in reverse. 

Operator Safety 

There is a potential for injury to the ‘operator’ of the combined two Major Elites – the 
person pushing.  

For example a person of slight build or someone with an existing susceptibility may incur 
an injury to their back if the weight of the occupants in combination with a transverse 
slope causes a turning force which is not easily within the operator’s capability to resist. 

A benefit of the Connectors Bars is that two Major Elites can be controlled by one person 
where previously two people were required. We recommend that when these Connector 
bars are first used the operator is accompanied by the second person to ensure that  if 
‘Control’ is compromised then there is help immediately at hand to avoid any adverse 
consequence. 

 

Additional Notes 

1. The Double Major Elite Connector is not suitable for use with other pushchairs or 
with one Major Elite and another pushchair. 

2. If the a Connector Bar is damaged then it must not be used, individual 
replacements are available. 


